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1." Introduction 

Introduced in the pioneering research of Friedman [1957] and Modig1iani 

(Ando and Modigliani [1963J), the permanent income/life-cycle hypothesis of 

consumption is lilell known. Today, m()st economists have joined this 

hypothesis with that of rational ~xpectations to describe how ho;useho1ds 

consider their future income prospects. Despite its longstanding presence, 

holilever, support for the hypothesis is mixed, and, as a consequence, tests of 

its implications abound in thelijterature; We can trace this renewal in 

attention to the issues involved in modeling consumptions' responsiveness to 

income to Hall [1978] and Sargent's [1978] tests of the joint hypotheses (Le., 

life:..cyc1e/iational expectations) using aggregate time series data. 

For the most part, the conflicting empirical results arise in macro time 

series studies (Flavin [).98l] ,Mankiw [1982], Hayashi [1982], Bernanke [1985], 

Blinder and Deaton [.1985 J, Christiano, Eichenbaum and Marshall [1987] area few 

exa.1Ilples) where aggregation obscures the predicted 

relationships betweencon~umption and permanent income. This follows because 

the central hypotheses ,are based on micro models of the. 

intertempora1 al1ocation decisions of households (Deaton [1986]). 

Consequently, some important recent studies have sought to use data at the 

household level. Unfortunately, tests of the hypothesis require a temporal 

history of households' consumption choices and their incomes. Complete panels 

with these records are extremely 1iInited. 

",' .. The majority of studies to date have not had access to such complete 

reG()rc;i.s. They have relied instead ona few available panels ,primarily the 

University of Michigan's Panel Study of Income Dynamics (PSID). Hall and 

Mishkin [1982] , Ze1des [1985] ,andA1tonji and his collaborators (A1tonji 
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and Siow [1987], A1tonji, Martins and Siow [1986]) have all worked with these 

data. Based on interview responses, the PSID panel includes only food 

consumption, income, household characteristics, and some factors important to 

the determination of income (Bernanke's [1984] study is also based on a part of 

the Michigan survey but a different panel associated with expenditures on 

automobiles) . 

There are two problems with these studies: incomplete expenditure 

records, so that food expenditures (or automobile expenditures in the case of 

Bernanke) must serve as the indicator for total consumption's responsiveness to 

permanent and transitory income, and measurement errors in the income 

statistics (Duncan and Hill [1984], A1tonji, Martin and Siow [1986]). Of 

course, if we are willing to impose structure on the error process, corrections 

can be reflected in the analysis. Similarly, incomplete expenditure records 

can be overcome with restrictive, implicit (Hall and Mishkin) or explicit 

(Browning [1987]) maintained hypotheses. But these decisions simply expand the 

set of conditions maintained as part of the tests and must be recognized in 

evaluating the conclusions derived from them. 

The only exception to this pattern was Hayashi's [1985] study of a panel 

of. Japanese households. Based on complete expenditure records, this study did 

have data for 11 commodity groups, disposable income, and one-quarter forward 

exp~ctations for these variables. Unfortunately, the length of the panel is 

quite short--four quarters. While this allowed Hayashi to use a simple 

treatment of relative price effects, it does raise the prospect of problems 

induced by households' inventory holding decisions for some of the goods 

involved. 
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Thus, . there remain questions even with the. most detailed of the household 

level studies conducted to date. As a rule, these questions arise because 

incomplete data have required additional assumptions that are then a part of 

ma.intained conditions that must be recognized in interpreting the tests' 

findings on the responsiveness of consumption to income. 

The purpose of this paper is to explore the implications of these types of 
. . 

assum.ptions using what we believe are the best data yet available for testing 

.. the permanent income hypothesis. They come from a panel constructed by the 

Central Bureau of Statistics of Norway and combine detailed expenditure 

informa.tion (1. e; ,expenditures and prices fot' 28 commodity categories) with 

incOme and wealth data from the Government's tax files for the households 

involved. The consumption data were collected from diarie~ with followup 

interviews. The expenditure data form the basis for construction of Norway's 

Consumer Price Indices. A previous attempt to use this type of data for tests 

ofth.elife-cycle hypothesis was made by Bi¢rn [1980] but without use of the 

stochastic implications derived by Hall. 

Our analysis of the hypothesis incorporates a progressive refinement in 

the level of detail of the information used in testing the model. There are 

f~1-lraspects of these refinements. They examine several of the key issues that 

WQuldbf:! expected t:o influence tests of the hypothesis, including: the effects 

of ~ggregation of all expenditures comprising consumption at the household 

J.eyel; description of the temporal character of the income process in relation 

to the available income records; adjustment for the influence of relative price 

~hanges in the measure11lentof consumption; and, finally; recognition of the 

effects of commodity durability on the static demand models used to account for 

. the influence of relative price changes. 
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Our find.ingshelpto resolve the conflicts in the literature to. date . 

. Wit;hp'rogres!;ive .ref~nemEmt,wefind reductions int:he~videIl.ce of violations' 

'to the life~cY~lemode1. Indeed, 'the~e~ultsfromthe final model do not 

· ·r~j ~ctthehypothesis :and, th~reby, highlight the importance of assumptions 

' .. that had to he ,made'iri 'e~rlier ~tudiesto illlple~enttest~. with ~ncomplete: dat~.' 

.2 • The Norwe&ian.Conswner Experiditure'Survey Data 

.. "'The data used intheanalysh were made available to us by the Central 
, ': ,":, "." ". ',," ' ... 

· ·'Btireauof Stat-isticsof No.:tway. They contain inforinationon income; 
. . . 

· .~onsum~tion expEmdituies, prices," anei some demographic factoJ::"s fot a sample of 

A18. NO'rwegianhouseholds(~eeBi¢rIl and Jansen [1980,1982J for .more· detail). 
. . . 

. The .. sample isa.combination of two. panels with a1;1 equal number of h~useholdsin 

each. Thef1rst·covers I975a:nd1976 and the second 1976 arid 1977. In 

'add1 tion to 1nformationo'Cl expenditures, prices, and demographics in each of 

two yean of each panel,. the data include income information'for the year 

p~ec~4"ingthe out~et of each panel (Le. ,1974 for the 1975-76pariel and 1975. 

for the 1976'"~77' group);' 

The 1975-77 Consumer Expeild,iture Surveys in Norway Were donewithrotatin,g 

'. ,s~ple~, " s.o that some of the households observed in 1975 were re-observed in 

19}6,., and similarly for 1976 andj1977. No household was observed for all three 

year~. 
, , ", . 

" .. ' .. 1\11 consumption, expep.ditures are recorded and cl~ssifi~d,:i.nto 28 
, "', , ,,',. ','" "". 

¢xpenditurecategorieswith corresponding prices. This. det:aiiedbJ::"eakdown 
• 'j.' ,. 

,pet:mits; con~tru~ don of variable weight aggregate price indexes. . For the 
.. . 

, , '" " ',' , ," :,', ' " '" 

p~e~~Ilt :llIla1ysis wefirststudied consumpt10n as a whole and then considered 
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two different five";commodity disaggregations constructed from the original 28. 

The Norwegian Consumer Survey data differ from other data sets in the way 

they have been collected. The primary source of expenditure data is a detailed 

diary kept by the household itself for an "accounting period" of two weeks. 

The resulting figures are "blown up" by a factor of 26 to be expr:essed in units 
i 

of annual spending. Different households kept these diaries for different 

a.ccounting periods, but each.household's accounting period remains invariant 

over the two years of .the panel. The specific time periods are known for· each 

household. 

These diary data were supplemented with information obtained in a follow-

up iriterview at the end. of each accounting period. This interview was the 

source. for the availabie demographic information. It also contained questions 

about major purchases over the 12 months preceding the interview. 

Ur\.fortunately, the answers to these questions were used to modify the diary-

basede~penditure figures before the panel survey was made available to us. 

Although we are unable to dis aggregate the two sources of expenditure data, we 

know the average share (across households) of the total expenditure for each of 

the 28 categories that carne from the followup interview (and therefore that 

relate to expenditures for a l2-month period). Knowledge of these shares 

allowed expenditures to be treated as a weighted average of a two-week 

~'snapshot" and an unweighted average of spending over the last 26 accounting 

periods. 

The data for income, wealth, and taxes are annuaL averages taken directly 

fI'oIll the government's . tax file. This file is maintained by the Central Bureau 

of Statistics and was merged with the expenditure data 
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, ' " ' , . . " " . . 

·• ... ii ..... using fheo:fficial person identificatioi1m,unb~rs (co~respOi1ding toSocia1·. 

":' 

.ir 

, .' .... '. 
'. '. :./. 

securt~y':numbers "in the' united' States). 

'. . . . 
. : . . . ." . 

Household income (or wealth; . etc. ) was, 

, ·,"d~'fin~d as the SUln ,of the, iri~omes of all the members of thahouseholds. 
.. ',: '". . .' " ." , .' -' . ".' 

"'Tw~income ,concepts are avaiiable. The first istaxabl~income; wh.ich 

, . ,'includes both labor ,and~apital ~ncom~ but excludesdedtlctible expe~ses" 

ribtjln#inter~st expenses~ 'It also excludes incomes too low to be taxed 

,(Bi9$rn t 1976]) . 'nle second inc()nieconcePt'is the sUmo£ wag~ in~ome, use~ as a 

basis for social 'insurance'tax~sand busiriess income: This concept is not 

s:u:bject to personal deducdonsoi exemptions ,hasno lower limit, and excludes 
: .' .. ,.. . . '. . 

.,', capita.lincome ,except for the ~et:urn on investments iritinihcorporated business. 

This definitionisoli,r preferred irico~e measure net of 'actual tax payments.' 
. " .' " , .' . . . 

,th~previol.ls vei.sion of:thisp~per l;eferred to a definitional upper lim~t on. 

't:his inCOnieconcept:.,· A careful investigation of i;>~rdata for high~income 

.households·and diScussions'withcoll~ag~es in Oslo 'h.asconyincecius that this. 
'. ' .,. , 

'~'.t~t1;;:Jsnoti~xistent or, ,atwot:st', empiricallyunimportartt:i.n our data .. 

,.,Pricesare ,takep,directi:t from theConsuiner Price Index, Since the 

• expenditure~~tegoriesof our d~ta match e~actlywithcor~~~ponding 
. . . . . ': ". ". . ,.' .:., .:' ,.... . 

su:bcat~g;ories ~f.the,CPI.' Wause'the two-week speci:f"ic iridiC;escomputed by 

.f,t~r~:and J anseh [1980] as interpolations of the monthly CPIcomponehts .. ' 
.' ." '. '. 

{R~gi~palprice indices are not constructed in Norway.) EveIithoughourpanel' 

'. 'c()vers a< relatively short period, relative price variation was riot trivial.' 
" .' ,': ", .," . 

'. ForeJ(ample, based On fixed-weight aggregate price ipdexes fo:r the five broad 
. . , ... 

categories we used in one of 'the models, the percen~ag~.changeSfrom 1975 to . 
:. ..' '. 

1977iela.tive to.the· overall fixed-weightCPI indlcaiereaS~llably large changes 

' .. ' 

I 
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.:'.;; 

.. ' .', 

"" " 

"', 

; .. 

'".: 

. .' , 

>F~~d:'" • ' 

Cl()thing and' footwear" 

Ho~shlg,' househ()l~ ',. applia~ces, 
heating;,: and utilities, 

+0,.2' 

-0.2% 

-1.3%" " 
, " . . . . ; . , 

, ,'Tr~nsportationarid recreation 
i" ' , ,"., 

,i , 'Other ~xpendituF~~ +0.8% 

but: mOdels;ref1ecting"~he effects of relative pr:tcechange: are ,likely 'to, 

incorporate even .gre~teipricevariadori at thehous~hoidle:J~ib~cause 
. ~. ' 

va.risble weighttwe.reu~edfot: the pricein<i~xesand are~ousehold specif1,c. 

I "These d~ta are supeiij6rto, those of all previous studies' irt detail and itl, 

~hei:rprospe~ts' "forme~surement errors . Nonethefess , 'there ,~re potential 
.' .. .. ' 

, ' 
, , 

Underreportlng,may arise • wi th the income ,data, e~pec:t.ally the 
. ..' ,: 

business:i.ncome pot:ti6n,~hich'fsthe.blisis for income ,taxation. "For this 
'. i . ".' ". 

pi;>rtion, allocatiotiof,incometo calendar years also maybe at the ,discretion 

of the 't:ax~ayerto s~meexterit", aithough COlle~gUeS iriOslo suggested to 'us 

'thatt;l)is. problemlo1~uld. nave' been~inimal during our sample' period. Second, 

the it:ico~e measure and interView-b~sed durable expenditures will not'coincide 
. .. ' 

1?ee~~se, th~ questiont:el~tes to the precedingi2morlths. 'We seek ~ocompensate 
, ' 

f4~~hi~ discr~pancy by,car,eflll modeling of the timing of income~rtd" 

""" C~()p.sump.t:ion. , 

"Thi'rd., the time~serl~sdimensionof our p~nel is short. This limitation 

", affects~urinod~lirtg of-the' income proces~,' wh,ereasone first difference is 

"suffic.ientforestimatiori of, the c~nsumption respons~~. ' Finally, neither of 
. . . " . . . . 

_~he "tWo, availabie in.comemeasure$iricludes nontaJ!:able inc~m~,'primarily, from, ' 

8,Qc,la;V insllranceand. othergoverhInent transf~rs. Since <the Norw:egia~system of 

,s,qc ia~.. insur anceisgu.it~co~preh'ensi ve; this 

. \: ~ ". 
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omission is likely to exaggerate the volatility of disposable income. 

3. 

model used to structure each refinement in the detail used in 

testing the hypothesis is cast within the same basic structure as the Hall-

Mishkin framework. Our model· is based on the following observables: the first 
'. ' . 

dilference in consumption (overall and the five subcategories in the refined 

. versi()ns of the mOdel) ,the first difference in· income, the first difference in 

income· lagged, and the level of;i.ncome lagged twice. 

Permanent Income. With a Consumption Aggregate 

. The Hall-Mishkin framework assumes the household maximizes an additive 

separable, dynamic utilityfunc.tion 
T 

Vt =Et L(l+p)t-k 1.1 (ck) , 
k=t 

(1) 

where ck is real consumption at time k,T is the household's timehorizoIl (e.g . 
.. 
the known time ()f death), p is the subjective discount rate, ,md Et is the 

expectations operator, c()nditional on information available at time t. Hall 
. . 

and Mishkin assume the instantaneous utility function is the quadratic 

. ... - 2 
u(~t) = -(1/2)(c-ct) . (2) 

tIi. this case the first~order conditions for maxiniizationof V t subJect to a 

. stand.ird intertemporal b1.1dgetconstraint together with the assumption that the 

subjective rate of time preference equals a constant real interest rate (p=r) 

imply that consumption in each period equals permanent income. Hall and 

Mishkin model the stochastic part of income asa two .. component process. The 

first,component,"permanent income," is a random walk with innovations ft. The 

seccmd component, "transitory income," is a moving average of 
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finite order q with innovations '7t and parameters .Ao , ... ,Aq (.Ao=l). Under this 

specification, the innovation in permanent income is ft + f:Jt'7t,where 

q T 
f:Jt L(l+r) - j .Aj/L(l+r) t-k 

j=O k=t 
(3) 

Clearly, O<,Bt<l. 

Rail and Mishkin equate the first difference of consumption to this 

formula, with three modifications. First they treat f3t as a constant across 

observations, which amounts to little more than an assumption that the 

distribution .ofhouseholdage is independent of transitory income. Second, 

I 

since as we noted earlier they have data for food consumption only, they relate 

the change in this variable to a times the innovation in permanent income. 

This scaling factor, a, was interpreted as the slope of the Engel curve for 

food (relative-price and demographic effects were filtered out in a preliminary 

regression). Third, they a1l0w for transitory consumption, possibly stemming 

from preference shocks and assumed independent of permanent consumption, 

denoted et, and derive (4). 

(4) 

The Extension to Many Goods 

To develop the permanent income framework for commodity choices in 

1;'esponse to relative prices, we replace the instantaneous utility function 

expressed in terms of Ct with the instantaneous indirect utility function, 

which.we assume has the form 

where mt denotes the nominal value of consumption, Pt is an s vector of 

individual nominal prices,g is an s vector of constants that can be 
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interpreted as defining the subsistence consumption levels, . and Pt a 

" 
normalizing price factor. The latter is defined such that 

s s 
In Pt = .~ b· In PJ·' ~ bj 1, 

• 1·. J . 1 J= J= 

wherep· are elements in p for each time period and the constant bJ·are . J 

marginal budget shares. This model . implies an equation with the same form as 

(4) for overall consumption (a derivation is presented in a technical appendix 

available from the authors) properly deflated (the appropriate deflator turns 

out to be a combination of Pt and an overall price index satisfying the Fisher 

equation). Transitory consumption now arises as the result of time variation 

in the real cost of subsistence consumption. U~ing the Hall-Mishkin 

interpretation, we would assume that 0 = 1 because the model incorporates 

overall consumption. However, our empirical model allows 0 to differ from 

unity as a reflection of the prospect of an asymmetry in the information 

availahleto the analyst relative to that available to the households. 

·Households are likely to know more about their future income streams than the 

econometrician can infer from the available income data by treating them as 

arising from simple time processes. This interpretation implies that 1 - 0 of 

what the model iderttifies as the innovation in permanent income is actually old 

news to the household. Only the remaining fraction (0) is a true innovation. 

This formation is permitted .by simply retaining (4) as the basis for 

estimation. 

While the distinction between the households' and the econometrician's 

information is important in general, it is especially relevant to our analysis 

because it provides one means of reflecting·our income measure's 
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excl~sion of transfer payments. This omission should tend to make income 

appear more volatile than it really is. 

The extension of equation (4) for the case of multiple commodities relies 

on the demand system corresponding to (5) and purges. the effects of relative 

prices. Each demand function offers an "estimate" of consumption. Equations' 

(6) and (7) illustrate; (6) is the linear expenditure equation derived from 

(5), 

mjt = gjPjt+ bj(mt - g • Pt), j = 1, .. ;,8, (6) 

whe/re mj t is nominal expenditure on good j . E~ch of these equations implies we 
i 

can estimate mtfrom each expenditure type as in equation (7) : 

(mjt- gjPj)/bj + g' Pt= mt, j == l, ... ,s, (7) 

Thus each estimate should respond in the same way to innovations in permanent 

. income. Lettingcjt denote purged components defined by (7) and deflated and 

allowing for good-specific transitory consumption (ejt), we then obtain (8) 

t.c j t = a ( € t + pf1 t> + e j t, j = 1, ... , s. ( 8 ) 

The Timing of Consumption and Income 

The timing of· the observations on income and spending should also be 

reflected 'in the model. Two alternative models of the timing of income 

information were considered. The first asSumes news about income arrivals on 

each January 1. The second maintains that news arrives continuously at the 

1;>egill11ing of each respondent's two-week·accounting period. 

For the first model, the income pro,cess becomes essentially identical to 

that of Hall and Mishkin. Since our data allow identification of only 
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; :111 one moving-average parameter for transitory income; we set q 1. . Our 

observable incomevaiiables then obey (9): 

hoYt = Et + '7t - (I-A) '7t-l - A '1t-2 (9a) 

hoYt-l = Et-l + '7t-l - (I-A) '7t-2 -. A '7t-3 ·(9b) 

t-2 
Yt-2 = ~ Ek + '7t-2 + A t'lt-3 . (9c)· 

k=O 

Observed consUIilption is a weighted average of a fraction l-f derived froni 

the diary kept during accounting 'period a in year t.and d fraction ffrom the· 

£:OlrOWUP interview covering major purchases during th~ preceding 26 accounting 

perlods. The first difference of the first component is determined by the 

change· in permanent income from the previous .to the current calendar year. The 

second component is·an unweighted average of spending during a accounting 

periods of this calendar year and 26-a of the last. Thus, the change in 

obserVed overall consumption can be written as: 

hoct ... a{ (I-f) (Et + fJ'7t> +f[ (a/26) (Et + fJ'7t) (10) 

+ (1-a/26) (Et-l + fJ'7t-l)]} + et· 

. A similar expression can be obtained for each individual good, with 

.. co~odify-specific f-values and allowance for the. coriunodity:-:specific 

tran,sitory-consUIilptionterm. 

Assume that the accounting periods a are distributed uniformly and 

independently of the other variables. Assume f Is distributed independently as 

well, ·and redefine the symbolf to denote the mean of this distribution. Then 

the.population covariance matrix for the vector of observables 

(hoCt, AYt, AYt-lo Yt-2) is approximately given in equation (11) (the exact 

formulae used in the estimation are given in the technical Appendix available 

from the authors): 
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0= (11) 

o 

The third column is not stated explicitly because, by covariance 

stationarity, V(6Yt-l) = V(6Yt) and cov (6Yt-l, Yt-2) = cov (6Yt, 6Yt-l) + cov 

(6Yt, Yt-2)' Since V(6Ct) andV(Yt_2) do not help identify important 

parameters, they are labeled as s2 and a 2 , respectively. 

Formula (11) contains the familiar orthogonality constraint 

cov (6Ct, Yt-2) = O. No zero constraint applies to cov (6Ct, 6Yt-l) as long as 

f > O. Non-zero f implies that some of the consumption change recorded in the 

followup interview depends on last year's income news. Of course, this 

covariance is constrained by the parameters of the model, and the model remains 

testable via nonlinear constraints. 

The information assumptions behind this model are rather extreme. This 

problem is overcome by the refinement underlying our second model. In this 

case the model has no zero restrictions as long as f > O. Let fat. ~at denote 

the innovations to the lifetime· and transitory income components for accounting 

period a in year t, respectively. As before, assume the lifetime component is. 

a random walk but now with innovations arriving each accounting period. As 

before, we can identify only one parameter for the MA process of the transitory 

component. Consequently, we constrain the MA parameters to 
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be along a straight line starting at 1 at lag 0 and declining to A, an 

estimable parameter, at lag q. After some experimentation, q was fixed at 39 

accounting periods (1 and 1/2 years). 

Given this iriconle process, we matched the observed consumption changes for 

each observation period with the respective current and lagged income 

innovations and computed the theoretical popUlation moments for the same 

observable as that in the first model. We define o2€ = 11, 726 V(€at) and 

oy2 = (6,419,902/39 2) V(~at)' respectively, for easy comparison with the 

par~meters of the first model. These numbers arise directly from the 

specification of the accounting period and the way "news" enters the income 

12 + 22 252 + 26 2 + 25 2 2 2 proce~s (e.g., 11,726 = + ... + + ... + 2 + 1 ). The 

matrix corresponding to (11) becomes, approximately, 
(12) 

a{(1-0.30f)o€2 + 

() 
[1.43 + 1.28A - (1.43 + 0.04A)f]po~2) 

a{(0.25 + 0.42f)o€2 + 

Comparing (12) with (11), we find a larger cov (~Ct, ~Yt-1)' even 

if f = 0, and cov (~Ct, Yt-2) > 0, although small, which is consistent with 

Christiano et .11. [1987]. As found by Working [1960], the random walk 
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component: of income follows an lMA(l,l) in annual averages, with an MA 

parameter of 0.25. Since cov (f::,.Yt, f::,.Yt-l) is slightly negative in our data, 

we expect this difference to lead to a lower estimate of uc: 2 and hence, a 

lower expected cov (f::,.Ct, f::,.Yt). 

To dis aggregate this form to. a five-commodity framework, ,the first row 

of 0 then is replaced by an 8 x 5 block, in which the top five rows are 

uninteresting and the last three rows have elements of the form: 

cov(f::,.cjt,f::,.Yd ~a{(l - 0.30fj)uc: 2 + [1.43 + 1.28A -

(1.43 + O.04A)fj ],Bu,.,2) , j = 1, ... ;5 (13a) 

cOv'(f::,.Cjt,f::,.Yt_1) ~ a{(0.25 + O.42fj)uc: 2 + 
. .... 2 
[0~59 + O.llA + (0.71 + 0.46A)fj],8u'1 ), j 1, ... , 5 (13b) 

2 . . 2 
~ afj [0.06uc: + (0.14 + 0.02A),BU'1 ], j 1, ... , 5,. (13c) 

Except for the possibility of differing fractions fj of spending information 

derived from the fo11owup interview, these covariances are constrained to be 

e,q\,1a1. across goods. 

4.· Estimation Issues 

Our estimation and testing of the permanent income hypothesis is a 

sequence of refinements on the basic model in equation 4. These begin using 

aggregate consumption under the assumption that income news arrives 

annually. This is followed by improvements in our treatment of the timing 

of income innovations in relation to consumption; then disaggregation of 

cop.sumption to allow consistent treatment of relative price effects with the 
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refin~~ents on our r~presentation' of income innovations ; and finally, the 

elimination of durables to avoid the problems posed byproduct durability in 

our model; 

To implement this sequence of refinements requires, two distinct'types 

of estimation. The first involves estimating the static demand parameters 

under alternative commodity definitions and the second requires estimating 

the covariance structures relevant to each description of consumption and 

income. 

I Consider,the first of these tasks. Here we fo110wconventional 
, , 

pradtice. We eS,timated a set of expenditure share equations with' the' 

nonlinear restrictedseeming1yunrelated regressions estimator, normalizing 
, ' 

each ,of; the functions in (6) with the relevant definitionoftotal,expendi-

tures. Demographic effects were inclUded in. the demand system by allowing 

for. translating, so that subsiStence parameters (g) were specified to be 

functioDsof household size, the number of children in the household, the 

, age of the household head, and whether the household had only one wage 

earner. Details are in the Appendix (available from the authors upon 

request). 

Efficient estimation of the covariance matrix 0, based, on the computed 

GJt;-values requires ,consistent, though not necessarily efficient, 

estimates of the demand parameters (MaCurdy [1981)). 

':['he two observations for each household's expenditure choices were used 

as independent observations in these estimates. Thus the analysis does not 

allow 'for stochastic individual effects as, in Bi¢rn [1981] and Bi¢rn and 

J~Ilsen [1983]. Nonetheless, our approach clearly Is consistent. 
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The second estimation task invo1vesthe covariance matrix 0 for the 

consumption and income variables t.clt, ... ,t.cst,t.Yt,·t.Yt-l> and Yt-l.· . The 

. sample moment matrix M isa suf:ficientstatistic for this procedure. We 

comp~te these moments around means. These means were allowed to vary 

according to observation year (Le., to vary across the two subpanels 

observ~d in 1974-76 and 1975-77, respectively) and according to the age of 

the household hea.d. Three age groups were used (based on. the first observa-

.1:ion year forconstunption): young, 39 years and younger; middle-aged, 40-64 

y~afs; and old, 65 years and older. Allowance for time variation in the 

meahs was important because the time dimension of the combined panel is too 

sho.rtto permit estimation of the· covariance matrix for consumption and 

income movements arising from aggregate stocks. This point was first 

observed by Zeldes [1986J and is further analyzed in Mork[1987]. The age-

group variation provides an added safeguard aga.inst including predetermined 

cQ~ponents in our estimate of o. We did not adjust the income variables·for 

othe~demographic effects. Although the number of adults ina household 

. clearly affects its earnings potential, we decided not to adjust for it 

because such a.n adjustment ex post might mean removal of some important 

inco11le.innovations, such as those associated with the sudden departure of a 

. breadwinner. 

To account for measurement errors in consumption, we assumed they are· 

J.lrlcorrelated with the income variables and can therefore be included with 

tqmsitory consumption in the e-terms in (4) and (8) . For income, measure-

menterrors are definitional rather than stochastic. Thus, the first 

differences of income are measured without error. We do allow fo:r an error 
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in the level measurement of Yt-2 but assume that it is uncorrelatedwith 6.Yt 

and6.Yt_l. This implies the. formulae for cov(6.Yt, Yt-2) and 

cov(6.Yt_1, Yt_2).areunaffected. The assumption that changes in income are 

nieasuredwithout error. is necessary for identification of the three 

parameters ()f the iricome process, a e2 , a y 2 , and A. 

We estimate the parameter vector underlying the matrix Oby 

maximizating the log-likelihoodftinction 

L = - (n/2) [lnIO(8)1 + trO(8)-lM]. (14) 

Computationa.1ly,this maximization was carried out with a quasi-Newton 

method, :with recalculation of the information matrix for each interaction 

using a simple stepsize search. This approach has been detailed in the 

appendix of Bound, Griliches, and Hall [1986]. 

The likelihood. function in (14) is valid only if· the underlying 

.~tochastic variables are distributed normally. Otherwise, maximization of. 

(14) can be interpreted as quasi-J1lax~mum likelihood. This procedure is 

~o;ns:is~ent under general conditions, and a.robust estimate of the variance 

"-

-covariance matrix of8, computed from the information matrix and the mean 

ef"thesquares of the score for each observation, has been derived by 

MaCurdy [1981]. We computed this robust estimate for some of the specifica-

tionslisa check on the validity tofthe.norma1ity assumption. We f()und that 

thEl, standard errors derived from the information matrix did not exhibit 

systematic differences between the two estimators. Given the considerable 

additional computation time needed for robust estimation, we worked with 

ma.ximum.likelihood estimator based on normality. 

·Imp1ementation·of the specific models required some adjustments to 

reflect the progressive relaxation of the assumptions inherent in earlier 
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tests of the permanent income hypotheses. Our first three models (1. e., the 

two~based aggregate consumption and one with five disaggregated components) 

treat <all goods as nondurable. The final model removes durable goods (1. e. , 

appliances, furniture, automobiles, bicycles and recreational vehicles) from 

the relevant aggregate categories. Housing remains in the expenditures in 

all cases. The hous;ing expenditures had been converted to a service 

equivalent before we.received the data. 

Sinc,e our last specification implies a separability assumption between 

nondurables and the durables we identified, the budget shares used in 
I 

estimating the demand systenl were· expressed in terms. of the share of the 

'total of nondurable expenditures. Consequently, in this case computation of 

licjt requires an additional norm~lization, rescaling by the budget share of 

nondurables in the total expenditures. The sample mean was used for this 

adjustment. 

While bQthtreatments of· the income process were used in the disag-

g~egated models, the results we present here are linlitedto the time-

. aggregated incomemode.l (rather· than th,e annual announcement model) in these 

cases. This gives a total of four models:, aggregate consumption with both 

income moc;lels;disaggregatedconsumption including durables with time-

aggregated income; and disaggregated consumptionexcludingdurables ,with 

time-aggregated income, 

For each specification, we estimate Oin three ways: (1) anuncon-

strained estimate imposing only covariance stationarity so the parameter 

vector consists of all the independent elements of 0;(2) constrained 

e~timates in terms of the parameters of the model:· 
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: .,'. 

"", , 

, ' 

a,' fl. ~,de2 ,'u,,?,' u2 ,and s2(ittthe ~isaggregated cases;s2. i.sr'~'P1acedby 
theindepericlEmt e1enients ofth~ variance covariance matrix, S of ACjt> ,,1.lsing 

':',:"",':1 

'" the :f~va1ues ,fixed at the average ,fractions for the sample (taken 
< •• ';, 

'" ,from Bis6rn and Jansen [1980, 1982]); and (3) restricting {Jtobeconsistent 
••••• :-".. '" ':'. > 

"with' its theoretical value implied by equation (3). 
. . .' 

Gomparisonof the l:tkEdihood ,value for either of the restricted ,models 

w,1th.theunrestricted 0 (except for stationarity) provides a test of ¢ach 
.¢: .. 

I 
model. oUr specification of the' res:trictions on {J imposed equati<m(3), 

assumillg an expected remaining lifetime (T:..t) of 20 years {our average 
, " 

household head i~50) and an anIlUa1 teal interestra,teof 2%. 
. ' . . 
While the 

actual ex post real .intere,st ~atesduring this period tended tQbe negative" 

a'~egative real interest ra~ewou1dbe inappropriate fox l~ng-term planning. 

In anycase~ this particular specification was not influential. The results 

were not se,nsitiveto reasonable variations in, the real interest rate. 

Th~,lengthof the MAprocess,fortransitory income in the tinie-

agg;r.egated case, was, determined as follows. First, we noted a nontrivial 
." ":.,.'. '. 

nega"t:1ve covariance between AYt and Yt-2. Thus, even though ~ecou1d 

':i,.dentify only one MA parameter in addition to u e2 andu,,2 from the thre,e 
...... : ... ' : . . .. , . .' '. 

independent moments V(AYt) ,coV(AYt, AYt.;l), and "cov(AYt, Yt-2), a 1ago£. 

Rp:ly o~e two-week accounting period clearly would be too short to fit the 

data. Consequently we imposed the linear lag structure and computed the 

impiiedvalue's forA at breakoff points q after 26, 39, and 52 accounting 
, , 

p~d.oci~ ,:Eor q:-'52; A becaineslight1y negative. For q, = 26,A was 

extrel!le~y difficult to identify emp:l.:ricallybecaus,e theequationsrelat:f.ng 

x,~r"qf72, and A' t,o the sample moments .r~su1ted ina quadratic equation with 
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complex roots for A. Forq ... 39, .x could be solved for as a small, positive 

value and this was selected. 

The formulae in the second column of 0 in (12) indicate the presence ·of 

A equal to the :reciprocal of the one just derived. We 

consistently specified initial values for A so as to arrive at the stabile 

I 

5. Estiuiation Results 

Table 1 reports the unrestricted estimate of the 0 matrix for the 

simple aggregate of consumption. The variables are measured in units of 

1974 NKrlO,OOO (at the time, NKrl·::::: US $0.18). These units are convenient 

because. they imply. a yariance estimate for /).Yt of slightly above unity . 

. Thus, the covariance.s between /).Ytand the other variables resemble 

regression coefficients. 

,A.sapreliminary observation, we note that the estimated· 

cov(I1Yt, I1Yt-l) is negative but very close to zero. Thisobservation 

contrasts with the PSIDdata, where the corresponding covariance has been a 

large negative number. Since,a negative autocovariance is implied by white-

noise measurement errors forlevels,we take this finding as an indication 

that our income data have little white-noise measurement errors. In 

contrast, the substantial negative covariance between /).Yt and Yt-2is 

consistent with an MA process.for transitory income. 

. It: is a little curious that the mean spending level exceeds the sample 

mean for disposable income, implying a negative mean savings rate,which is 

somewhat at odds with the corresponding figures in the National Income 

Accounts. However, it seemsea~ilyexp1ainable by the exclusion of transfer 
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.. 

capital income (other than the return to unincorporated capital), 

. arid· possible systematicunderreporting of income . 

. The yarianceof the change in consumption is five· times as large as 

of the incofnechange. This is hardly surprisingj since the transitory· 

component must be expected to be substantiaL when spending is 

observed for two weeks only. 

The·contemporaneous covariance between consumption and income changes 

is positive as expected and significantly different from zero. However, it 

is not large, indicating ei therthat a large portionofthe observed income 

change is transitory or that households have substantial advance information 

about income. Certainly there would be no eXcess sensitivity to transitory 

income ba.sed on this covariance. In comparison,the covariance with the· 

Lagged income change appears to be a little large. However, the only 

disturbing finding is the significantly negative estimate of cov(Lkt, Yt-2), 

Which ,is, inconsistent with both income models. 

Table 2 presents the parameter estimates for·this model variant under 

the asstlJDption that income is announced at the beginning of each calendar 

year:. With f fixed at 0.30, this model satisfies the order condition for 

id~1:1tification of a, fJ, X,. a€2, a r/, s2 and a 2 . Since the model is 

nopUnear, identification is a local property. In practice, we were unable 

to. estimate a and f3 independently. This problem seems to arise because 

identification of these parameters relies on cov(nct,nYt_l). This 

covariance is forced to take on a low value because f/2 is as low as 0.15 

(cf.equation 11). To overcome this problem, we constrained f3 to its 

" theoretical value in (3). (The standard error reported for f3 stems from the 

A 1\ 

dependence of f3 on .x.) 
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. .;' ;":" '. : .... :' .. : .... :, ," 

... The ru';lting. e.Hmatesof a ,t and aq2 · ~ndicateth.t; a ii ttl. over· hAlf . 

,the var.!ationsin income. changes are permanent; ThiS ~rea:tly e~ceeds the 
, ." ." , 

estiinatesof" Hall andMish~in and others' withth~ PSIO data. This finding 
. , 

unders,cores theiniportance of improving, the' measures '" of 'income. Measurement 
, , 

'erio'ti:;';'may we.11masqueradeas transitory income; The estimate of ). indi-

oategtiliA~haifthe transitory income changes last for a year beyond the 

:year1::he~' first occur; The' estimate of a suggests that 'about a, third of 

wh~t appears' to the an~lystas innovations in permanent income were expected 

by the households;, This value implies an estimate of cov(e.Ct, e.Yt) close to 

its uhconstrainedvalue, while the' model ' s 'est1in:ateofcov(Act, AYt-l) 'i~ 'a 

"go()d deat smaller than Su.ggestedby' the raw data. ' ,Of course; cov(ACt, Yt-2) 
:. ' 

iS~ortstraim!dt~ bez~ro ,: while;2 and ~2 are very close to' their 

u.ri¢onstrained values. ,In, spite of the significaritly'negativeuncoilstrained 

"'" 
estilitki:e'of cov(e.Ct; Y1:-2) , the model ,is not rejected; though the 
. . .. .. 

sigA~fi'¢ance level. ofO. 08 m~kes this a close decision. 

Pa~ameterest:imates for the time aggregated madel"wj:th income still' 

tr~~1:edas~sipgleaggregate', are presented in Table 3. 'When.8 is 
... ' ,. ';.'. . ". . , .... :... .'. ..: '. . ...::-." '.' , 

constrained, this model does performsllghtly better (being, pot rejected at 

a,~ropability>level of o.li); • Moreover ,itimpliesthat a smaller portion, 
, , ' 

. . " . 

of ,the'Variation~inincome ciranges -- about one-third -':is permanent. As a 

., I:E!!sult: •. the predicted contemporaneous covarianca between income ,and 

consUDlptic;m chapg'as . is, smaller. 'This' model also provides a betterfft for 

c~y(4~t.,' aYt:_l)beca:~se' it recognizes that a good deal ofthe'C:hange in' 

"aIlriual income is ,la~t ,y~arls news.' 
';',':.'. ',. 

, .. 
, .. 

" " finally,' itailows "in,dependent identification of' a, arid (:J • The l.l1icon-

. ,~:t;r~in¢destiinate of(:J liescomfort;ably ~ithin the unit interVal. Its point. 

:' .' .... 
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estimate is, perhaps, on the large side, but the standard error is even 

larger. As a result , the theoretical constraint for fJ is not reJected (with 

the probability =0.75). 

Unfortunately, the findings are. not uniformly good .. With· fJ uncon-

model is rejected with probability == 0.04. This test has only I . , 

oned,¢gree of freedom. Heuristically, this means that all the sample 

moment/? except cov(Act, Yt-l) are used to identify the parameters. Since we 

already k1now that the unconstrained. estimate of this covariarice contradicts 

the model significantly, this rejection was not surprising. Consequently, 

itlliotivatesour disaggregation of consumption, recognitiori of relative 

price and demographic·effects, and focus on the time-aggregated income 

measure. Table 4 reports the uncoristrained estimates of 0 with a five-good 

disaggregation of all consumption including durables. Only the last three 

rows of this matrix are of real interest. 

ThecontemporaneouscQvariances between consumption and income chariges 

are. positive except for the "other"category. However, it is.sigriificant 

only for transportation and recreation. In the case of food, it .is quite 

small. l'o see this ,covariance in the right perspective, note that the lkj t 

alr~ady have been normalized for differences in the slopes of theirrespec", 

t:i.veEngel curves. Thus,the low covariance for food cannot be explained in 

. terms of a low totaL expenditure elasticity. Our estimates were quite 

staQlewith bj=.19for food, implying an income elasticity of .64.) The 

e.stimates of the contemporaneous c,ovariances for food and other expenditures 

become even more disturbing in·view of (13a) , which indicates that these 

c6variances should be larger if the spending data are compiled mainly from 

the two-week diaries (Le., the fjsmall). Since all the food expenditures 
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" ,and virtu.ally all th~'iotheri~" expenditures arecomp;iled this way , we would 

... ':1 have ;expected theircovariances to be larger than those for the other 

cat~gories. 'One implication of this finding is that £oodconsumption is far 
.:. ". ;",. 

I .... :'1 

'fromrepresentativeforo;erall cpnsumption;,Of cours~, t:his implies that 
.. "; .,' 

when ','~,'~~~,' availability hasrequiredexclusiv~, focus rift' food consumption thiS 
I ' ' 

,mllyrtot bean adequate basis for gauging the sensitivity of consumption to 
.. ",' 

incom~. 
. " . . . . . . 

The covariances between the contemporaneous consumption changes and the 

lagged income changes alfo seem puzzling. The significantly positive , 

'estima:tefortranspdrtation and recreation "is consistent with, the theory" 

'b:utthe,slightly rtegatiV'e est.imateforhousingis'tiot.Giv~n'its conversion 
. . ", 

;to: a service flow and the method of data collection" we expected this to be 

the largest covariance. 

Thecovaria,nces wit~ income lagged twi~e haveyal:ying sigIls .and large 

.':!,hsolute values. ,The ne~.ative ~ovariance for transportationand recreation 

i~ significant and appeats to be the main culprit for the l'arge negative 

covariance for aggregateconsumptiori. The,esti)liates of the, interesting 

'Pafallleters fo:tthis mode~ variant, ar~ presented ,in TableS., As expected, 
"" "-

thepar~eters '0£ thei~bome process (ue 2 ; u,,2, and ),) are vir~uallyun'" 
, , 

, ' 

change<;t from the a~gregate modeL" ,However, the estimates of Q and IJ are 
. .,'. 

s,omewhat differellt. As we noted earlier, the diSaggregated model provides 
'.' ,',' .' ': : _,ii" '". . .. '"..... . ' .. ;' ..,'. ··.·A A 

fiyeestimates of total expenditures. ' Our estimation constrains a and fJ to,," 
,-,"., .' ". " .... 

,bec0t:lst:ant across" all,c~tegories . 
, ' 

If'we selected arty one of ,these 

~~~i~ates andused,:i,t exclusively, the approschwould p~ranelthat used in , 
, , 

~~rJiet studies focusing ,on on~ component of consumption;- 'When they both 

. '.:' 
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....... ' .. 

....... 

~ , .' " 
'uticonstraim!d, Q exceeds unity, while a large negative value, of IJ keeps the 

. :' 

estimat,ed>va.lues of cov(t.Cj t, t.ydfrom getting too large . When /Jis 
. ' . , ... , 

:c,onstraitl~d, ~drops to 11a1f Its value for aggregate consumption, reflecting 
"'" ..... ...., 

'th~<fac:,tthatcOv(~Cj ti' t.Yt) is low for the "wrong" goods, namely those with 

10wvElluesoflJ . ThiS riil.smatc.ha1soco,ntributes to, the poorer fit of the 

model; which is r~jected' a1:4% and 2%witll p, unconstrained and constrained, 

fespectivelY.The'p c~nst:raintisnot +ejected, but again this is a 
.' I· .' i. 

ma.rginal1decision with a (;ignific'an~eieve1 of 8%. 

Disaggregation appekrsto ,have qncovered some problems that did not 
.' .'. " ,:. ,,". . 

shot." up in theaggre$ate. At the ,same time, it allows 'us to pinpoint the, 

source 6f the negative cov(Act, Yt-2)in the aggregat~.' Sincethi,s problem 
. . .. 

ap'pearsto be associat:edwith durabiiity, the final model version offers one, 

method for dealing with :this issue by aSsllID.ing separability andreIiloving 

expenditl1res On durab1~ ,;goods f:t:"oin the relevant categories. 
, ' 

Unfortunately, 

t1'l.l~;:do~~ not solve the problem completely. As can be, seen from the 1.ast 

" r~W,~n, Table 6, ~ov(t.Cj t,' Yt-2) remains significantly negat:ivefor the 
.:" ."" :' 

:remtlillingnondtirab1eco~ponent of transportation andrecreat;ioh. Inan 

attempt toiden~ify the:source of the problem we computed cov(Acjt. Yt.,i) 

"fo:t:" each of the SUbcategories of this spending gro1,lp. Since e sti.mat ion of a 

,:deinandsystem for these, subcategories would have been prohibitively' 

'complicated, the eovariances for these are not corrected for relative price 
" , 

,effects!'and thus ate no~ quite comparable to those in Table, 6. Keeping this , 

,cay¢'at'iiti mind, w~ nevertheless were convinced that the main source of the, 
" '.:', . .. , ." . ...,-.."., 

pt:opt~m,.,was the category "operating expenses for privatevehl.cles. n ' Two 

cQaracteristics ,of this category come to mind. First, it is ~quite likely to 

b¢~omplementary with private vehicles. ,which is one of thee~~ludedd'urable 
.: .... : .... ' '. '.' :. "'. 
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goods, so the implicit separability assumption may not. be appropriate in 

this case. Second, the relative price of gasoline fluctuated substantially 

during our sample period, and the linear expenditure system may not capture 

completely the tesporises.to these fluctuations. Both these factors imply 

that further refinement in the model is necessary to deal adequately with 
! 

. . 
th~ itisttintaneous choice of commodities and would not necessarily be a 

violation of the l~fe-cyC!lehypothesis. 

Another feature of '1lable 6is that the contemporaneous covariances 

between consumption and i,ncome changes have shrunk for those spenq.ing 

categories from which durable components were removed. This change is not 

surprising, as stock adjustments strengthen the contemporaneous responses to 

income changes. It eases the strain on the cross-equation constraint on 

thesecovariances.. HO'Ylever, it also drastically reduces the estimates of a 
I 

lis shown in Table 7. RedonciJing these data with the life-cycle hypothesis 

w()\l1~re.9uire one to believe (with (3 constrained) that households had 

advance. information about:: 88% (l-a=O.88) of what an external analyst would 
, 

classify as permanent income changes based on the income data alone. We 

find this percentage to be high, even recognizing the exclusion of transfer 

income from our data. This finding is similar to the failures of the 

I 

variance tests of Campbell and Deaton [1987] and West [1987] on aggregate 

u.s. data. 

" If we accept a, then the overall fit of the model now is much more 

acceptable. Likelihood-ratio tests of the model result in significance 

Tevelso.f 13% ,whether or not {3 is c()nstrained; and the constraint of{3 is 

not rejected at the 26% level when tested individually. Thus, with the most 

refined model incorporating relative price effects , assuming separability of 
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;:" :.,':." .<~ .;:. 
~ .. ' 

.. '., d~rable~ ,anduslngtinie-aggregated income, our data arecoinpatib.lewith the 

'life-cYc;:if! hypothesis und~r rationa1expec.tations. 

' .. ' 

6.> "Stimma'a' and Cpnclusion' 

'~~pirica1tests'OffYPO~heSes'areOn1Y as ,good as the data used for the 

testirtg.O\1r a:na1yslshas been based on the best data available to date for 
,', :.,.... . .. 

. . . . 

't~:s;ting, the ,perma.nEmtlin6~me lif'e-cyc1e hypothesis .We have demonstrated 
,"., " \'.. . , 

how this'improved data c~n be used to gauge the implicationsoi progressive' 
.,".' .'. . 

r~f~!lf:!ni~nts iriour model ,for the conclusions of tests of the life cycle 
." >:'.'::-'::'-::"::::" 

,f:f;ame~~rk. As onewoti.1d hope "whenwe have tJ;le ability to me,asure and 

ihcorpot-ate the effects of relative . prices, demographic effects I" the timirig 

of income innovations and durability of commodities at the household level 
.' .. " 

with g09d incom:e,m~as\1res', the data are consistertt with the hypothesis. " 

" " :', , i ' 
'rhe,methods of data ,collection appear to have ,reduced measurement 

! 
~rro;t;'s,:substantially. " Disaggtegationinto spendirtgcomponents provided 

~~ci:j.t:;i:9ria1 testing power:, revealed some weaknesses conceaTed by aggregation, " 

anci permitted identificati~n of the source oithe problem for" 
, , 

, ' 

!2py,(~ct:, .Yt-2) : The distinctio,ribetween durable and nondurable goods ,even 
" 

;i.n,the ad hocfashionemp1oyedirt this paper, improved the fit 0; the model 
'. , ' .' 

considerably. At the, same time ,:it revealed a covariancebetwee.n contetil-

~or:al1eous changes in income ami nondurable ' spending' that' is somewhat o,nthe' 
, '. '. '.' ~ ..' 

lqw',sid~" for rec0Il:cili/iltionwith the life-cycle hypothesis. 

" ' . -
Ot':course, the fa;i.1ureto reject a hypothesis is not synonymous with 

, >.. " 
, '". ..,..,. ' ," . . 

~~~eptance'of this view of 'behavior . Indeed, our ,tests dortot f\111y take 
. ", ".,,:. : ....' . 

~c:lY!!Il,tage of the rich detail'that ,is' possible with complete, micro data. In 
.' ',. ".". ."," 

this)Emse, then; they 'are· no:t as powerful as they could be., Cons,equent1y, 
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full confirmation of the life cycle/rational expectations hypothesis 

requires better understanding of the determinants of the levels o·f 

consumption over time, of the behavioral processes households at different 

stages in life-cycle use in forming their expectations of permanent income, 

and an appreciation of tpe role of real and perceived constraints on their 

behavior. Some of these issues have been explo1{ed by Shefrin and Thaler 

[19871. With the available data, these areas are feasible next steps for 

future research. 
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Table 1 

Estimated 0 - matrix with consumption treated as·a single aggregate 

Unconstrained estimates except for stationarity. 
Units = NKr 10,000 (1974: NKr1 ~ US$0.18). 

Standard errors in parentheses, Z-statistics in brackets. 

flct i flYt flYt_ Yt-2 

flct 7.180 
(0.497) 
[14.457] 

flYt 0.378 1. 325 
(0.151) (0.065) 
[2.507] [20.409] 

flYt-1 0.286 -0.083 1.325 
(0.150) (0.062) (0.065) 
[1.905] [-1. 344] [20.409] 

Yt-2 -0.630 -0.241 -0.324 5.386 
(0.306) (0.099) (0.091) (0.372) 
[-2.0601 [ - 2.424] [ - 3.541] [14.465] 

c = 4.443 Y = 3.812 

f-va1ue: 0.30 
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Parameter 

a~ 

0.703 
(0.182) 
[3.875] 

Table 2 

Model estimation results 
Consumption treated as a single aggregate. 

Income announced at the beginning of each calendar year. 
Standard errors in parentheses, Z-statistics in brackets, 

fJ constrained to its theoretical value. 

estimates: 

u 2 
'1 A 

0.414 0.545 
(0.120) (0.154) 
[3.445] [3.404] 

Q 

0.625 
(0.265) 
[2.355] 

fJ 

0.091 7.165 
(0.009) (0.496) 
[10.017] [14.458] 

u2 

5.388 
(0.372) 
[14.466] 

LR test of model: p = 0.080, d.f. = 2 

Estimated 0 matrix: 

!lCt !lYt Yt-2 

!lCt 7.165 

!lYt 0.394 l. 324 

!lYt~l 0.067 -0.093 l. 324 

Yt-2 0.000 -0.217 -0.310 5.388 
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Table 3 
( 

Model estimation results 
Consumption treated as a single aggregate 

Income announced biweekly 
Standard errors in parentheses, Z-statistics in brackets 

Fixed f-value: 0.30. 

Parameter estimates: 
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Table 4 

Results with five expenditure groups, all treated as nondurable. 
Unconstrained (except for stationarity) estimate of the 0 matrix 

Standard errors in parentheses, Z-statistics in brackets. 
llct 

llct 1 
I 

transp. I 
I food clothing housing & rec. other llYt llYt-l Yt-2 
1 
Ifood 9.991 
1 (0.691) 
1 [14.457] 
1 
1 clothing l. 324 34.756 
1 (0.914) (2.404) 
1 [l. 449] . [14.457] 
1 
Ihousing -0.696 l.175 19.778 
1 (0.688) (l. 284) (l.368) 
1 [-l.01l] [0.915] [14.457] 
1 
Itransp. 0.409 4.991 -0.305 30.103 
1& rec. (0.848) (l. 601) (1.194) (2.082) 
1 [0~482] [3.118] [-0.256] [14.457] 
1 
1 other 2.636 5.880 ;-12.ZjO 4.068 99.515 
1- (1.548) (2.981) 1(2.251) (2.684) (6.884) 

[1.703 ] [2.034] [-5.442] [l.516] [14.457] 

llYt 0.057 0.237 0.326 0.875 -0.681 1.325 
(0.178) (0.332) (0.250) (0.308) (0.562) (0 .. 065 ) 
[0.321] [0.715 ] [l. 304] [2.839] [-l.213] [20.409] 

llYt-1 -0.161 0.197 -0.070 0.717 0.448 -0.083 1.325 
(0.178) (0.332) (0.250) (0.307) (0.562) (0.062) (0.065) 

[-0.906] [0.593] [-0.281] [2.340] [0.798] [-l. 344] [20.409] 

. Yt-2 -0.327 0.513 0.705 -l. 664 -l. 307 -0.241 -0.324 5.386 
(0.359) (0.670) (0.505) (0.628) (l.132) (0.099) (0.091) (0.372) 

[-0.912] [0.7661 [l. 394] [-2.649] [-l.155] [-2.424] [-3.541] [14.465] 

f-values: 0.00 0.16 0.79 0.28 0.06 
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Table 5 

'Model estimation res,ults 
Five expenditure groups, all treated as nondurables 

Income announced biweekly 
Standard errors in parentheses, Z-statistics in brackets. 

Parameter estimates: 

a 2 
E a 2 

" 
A 

fJ unconstrained 0.472 0.417 0.057 
(0.099) (0.055) (0.190) 
[4.755] [7.:>59] [0.303] 

fJ constrained 0.485 0.411 0.052 
(0.100) (0.055) (0.192) , 
[4.856] [7.523] [0.269] 

LR test results:' 
Test of model, fJ unconstl;:ained: p ... 0.038 , d.f.~13 
Test'of constraint for,fJ: p=0.78, d.f.=l 
Test of model, fJ constrained: p=0.023, d.f.=14 

',Estimated 0 matrix. last threA rows: 

a 

1.482 
(0.851) 
[1.741] 

0.386 
(0.235) 
[1.640] 

food clothing housing 
transp. 
& rec. other 

fJ 

-0.620 
(0.242) , 

[-2.561] 

0.048 
(0.009) 
[5.543] 

I1Yt 

fJi unconstrained 

I::i.Yt-l -0.053 

Yt-2 0.000 

fJ constrained 

0.051 

Yt-2 0'.000 

f-va1ues: 0.00 

0.178 

-0.050 

-0.002 

0:188 

0.065 

0.002 

0.16 

0.421 

-0.039 

-0.012 

0.141 

0.125 

0.010 

0.79 

0.342 

-0.043 

-0.009 

0.156 

0.106 

0.008 

0.28 

35 

0.137 

-0.052 

-0.001 

0.196 

0.055 

0.000 

0.06' 

1.325 

-0.088 1.325 

-0.240 -0.328 

1.324 

-0.083 1.324 

-0.233 -0.317. 

Yt-2 

5.391 

5:385 



Table. 6 . 
. . 

Results with five e~penditure, groups, durab1es ir;lgnored. . . •.... , . . .... 
. '. . 

"". Unconstrained (except for stationarity) . 
"Estimate of the o matrix . 

Standa.rderrors in parentheses; Z-statistics in brackets . 
./lCt .. ' 

; . ./lc.t I I ..... 
'. I fodd clothing, 

r . 
I food 4.754 

. I .(0:329) 
I [14.457] 
I ". 
Jc 10 thing , 0,662 19.033 
I;. '(0~466) (1.317) 
I . [1.419] [14.457] 
I 
I hous ing:' O~I17 
I: (0.341) 
I [.0.344] 
I 
I transp .. ' 0;970 
l&rec.(0:552) 
r . [1.757] 
I 
I other . 

1_.,. 

L.4.52 ' 
.. (o.:ff5?) 

[1.7041 

./lYt ! ',0: 950 '.' 

. Yt-2 

(0.123) 
, ". " ' [0,4091 

.,0~J,.17' 

(0~123). 
[-0,953] 

.;' ". 

.' ;'0.266 
(0.248) " 

[~i.()73l' 

f~values: 0;00 

," ,: 

1.,026 
(0.684) 

. [1.500] 

2.903 
(1.110) 
[2.614] 

3.386 I 

(1. 707) 
[1.984 ] 

0.183 ; 
(0.245) 
[0.746] 

0.135 
, (0 ~246) 
.[0.5501 

0.326 
-(0.496) 
[0.659] 

0.16 

. ,hollsing 

10,224 
(0.707)'. 

[14.457] 

0.028 
(0 .. 807) 
[0.CJ5] 

-7.351 
(1. 296) 

[-5.674] 

'0.135 
, (0.180) 

[0.751]' 

-0.197 
(0.180) 

[-1.093] 

0.318 
(0.363) 
[0.876]. 

0.87 

transp. 
& rec. 

I 
I 

26.638 
<1.843) 

[14.457] 

4.497 
(2.021) 
[2.225] 

0,466 
(0.290) 
[1.604] 

.0;624 
(0,.289) 
[2.158] 

-1. 520 
'(0.590) 
[-2.575] 

0.02 

·36 ' 

I . I ' 
other' 

63.357 
(4.382) 

[14.457] 

-'0.525 
(0.448), 

[.;.1.171] 

0;361 . 
(0.448) 
[0.805]' 

-1.094 
, (0.903.': 

[-1. 212] 

0.06 . 

1.325 
(0.065) 

, [20.409] 

-0.083 
(0;062) 

[-1.34.4] 

.-0.241 
(0:099) 

[-2.424] 

1 .. 325 
(0,065) . 

[20.409] " 

-0.324 
.(0.091) 

[-3.541] 

, Yt .. Z 

.. ' .. :-' 

5.386 
(0 .~72). ' 

, [14.465] , 



Table 7 

Model estimation results 
Five expenditure groups, ignoring durables 

Income announced biweekly 
Standard errors in parentheses, Z-statistiCs in brackets. 

a 2 (72 A a f. 
0.4131'/ f3 uncon!;; tr.Hti~d 0.479 0.059 0.758 

(0.100) (0.055) (0.192) (0.699) 
[4.800] [7.489] [0.305] [1. 084] 

f3 constrained 0.482 0.411 0.061 0.121 
(0.100) (0.055) (0.193) (0.210) 
[4.819] [7.440] [0.315 ] [0.575] 

LRtest results: 
Test of model, f3 unconstrained:p=0.129, d.·f.=13 
Test of constraint forf3: p=0.264, d.f.=l 
Test of model, f3 constrained: p=0.128, d.f.=14 

Estimated 0 matrix. last three rows: 

transp. 

f3 
-0.713 
(0.332) 

[-2.148] 

0.049 
(0.009) 
[5.551] 

I9pd clothing housing &rec. other /::"Yt 

f3 unconstrained 

/::"Yt 0;027 0.061 0.212 0.163 0.036 1.325 

4:Yt-1 -0.042 -0.043 -0.050 -0.048 -0.042 -0.085 

Yt-2 0.000 -0.002 -0.009 -0.007 -0.000 -0.238 

f3 constrained 

/::"Yt 0.062 0.059 0.044 0.049 0.061 l. 325 

/::"Yt-1 0.016 0.020. 0.039 0.033 0.017 -0.082 

/' -,' 

Yt-2 0.000 0.001 0.003 0.002 0.000 -0.238 

f-va1ues: 9·00 0.16 0.87 0.02 0.06 
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l.325 

-0.325 

1.325 

-0.321 

Yt-2 

5.385 
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APPENDIX 

Otl.rda.t~ ,cotitain information on a complete set ,of, ,M = 28 expenditure 

categories. !'h~categories arid their average budget.~har~s' are listed in Table 

AI.' We'assumethat, the instantaneous pt-eferences for household':L at time t can 

; be dest:ribed by the. separable utility function. 

, ' 

",' . ," . 

!'his assumption allows: us to define! s <Maggregate goods xlit •••.•. ~sit. -We 

construct a. price index p.' t for each aggregate by an unchained divisia , J1'_ 
. . . . '", 

pro'cedure. !'he values of the price indices vary across households because of 

budget variations in the share_so. We assume s ,,;, 5 • but the components going 

into each aggre~atevary from model to model. A cODlplete~istof the 

aggret!!tion for each model is given in Table A2. 

Suppose the instantaneous utility fUnction has the form 
.. ':", 

s 
'U~t ";'-1/2 {c; ,. ~ 

1 1: j';;;l 

·s 

(AI) 

where ,~ bj - 1. The parameters gjit are indexed byh()usehold and observation 
J-l 

period because they may depend on demographic characteristics. 
;;:i. \ ", 

-, 'The ~taticdeInand function implied by (AI) 'form the Stone.;.Geary linear 

'" expenditure system: 

j~l".'Jm (A2) , 
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• where 

s 

mj it - Pj itXj it' mit = ~ mj it' git ;.. (glit"'" gsit)', and 
j-l 

The·instantaneous indirect utility function is 

where p == it 

s bj 

~ Pjit 
j=:l 

(A3) 

B.y a two-step optimization argument, we embed v. in the household's 
~t 

intertemporal optimization problem and assume that the household maximizes 

i 
T. 
~~ 

k=t 
(A4) 

whereE denotes expectation conditional on information available at time t, p 
t 

the subjective discount rate, and T.-t the household's expected remaining 
~ 

lifetime subject to the budget constraint 

(AS) 

Here, Yik denot.es nominal labor income at time k, Ait,the nominal value of 
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assets at time t, and R. the (k-t)-period nominal interest rate at time t -Kt, 

(Rtt = 0). 

Consider a variation around the optimal path that subtracts x from mit and 

adds (l+~t)x to mik for some k > t. Optimization with respect to x yields the 

first-order condition 

(A6) 

* Suppose that some overall price index Pt , common to all households, satisfies 

the Fisher equation 

(A7) 

where r is the real interest rate. We assume r = p. Empirically, we use a 

* fixed-weight index for Pt ; tlhen durables are included, it coincides with the 

overall CPl. 

Substituting (AI) into (A6) , using the formula for the expectation of a 

product and solving, we obtain 

E m. 
t l.S 

- cov 

(AS) 

Next, substitute this formula into the expected value of the budget constraint 

and rearrange to obtain 
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(A9) 

1ft 

H ~i (1 )t-k(p*/E P*)E - : it = L.. . +r .... ··t ·t k· t Y ik 
k=t 

Again using the intertelPpora1 budget constraint as well as (A9) itself lagged 

one period, it becomes clear that, in the absence of uncertainty, the ·argument. 

of the instantaneous utility fUnction, c. - (m .. -g'tOp . )/P. g.rowsat the 
1 1t 1 .. 1t1t, 

rate 

(A10) 

We infer from this result that the proper deflator for consumption is 
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" 

After application of this deflator, (A9) yields 

(All) 

whe:te Hit' Ait' Kit,Gitarethe deflated values of Hit' Ait' Kit' Git , 

respectively. We'interpret the first term on the right of this equation as 

real permanent income and the difference b~tweenthe two last terms as real 

transitory consumption. 

B. MODEL OF INCOME AND CONSUMPTION 

We, use two alternative assumptions about the timing of income announcements. 

1. Income Announcements Made at the Beginning of Each Calendar Year 

Let Yit denote the stochastic part of observed real disposable labor income 

(deflated by the CPI) for household i in calendar year t. We treat Yit as 

composed of a lifetime component, a transitory component" and a measurement 

error: 

(Bl) 

Lifetime income follows a random walk, 

and stochastic income, 'a first-order moving average: 

w~ assume the measurement errors are definitional rather than random, so 

that ).lit ,... u i t-l - u i ' but uihas a positive variance in the cross section. , , 
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The assumptions imply 

(B2) 

(B3) 

(B4) 

(B5) 

V(Yi t-2) = , (B6) 

. cov(h.y. ,I::;.y. 1) = - ·(1-A)2a~ . 1t 1,t~ . 
(B7) 

(BS) 

c.oV(h.Yi,t_l'Yi,t_2) = cov(h.yit,h.Yi,t_l) + cov(h.Yit ,Yi ,t_2). (B9) 

L 
Sinc.e V(y ... 3) + V(u.) is of no independent interest; a 2 is estimated as a 

,1, t- . 1 

separate parameter. 

The implied annual·innovation in income is 

(BlO) 

where 

(All) implies that the first difference in real annual consumption equals (BlO) 

plu,s atransitory-cons(unption term. From (A2), a similar formula holds for the 

first difference for· each composite good j, provided it is "purged" of 

relative-price effects in the form 
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(Bl1) 

Our consumption data are weighted averages of a "snapshot" observation from 

the diaries for· the biwE!ek1y observation periods a (8."'"1, "" 26) and an· 

unweightedaverage of spending·during the 26 accounting periods ending with a, 

thus, if household i is observed during period a and f j · (0 ~. f J ~ 1) is the 

. marginal budget share for those components of good j that are covered by the 

interview, we have I 

!lc .. 
J:la (l-f·)(€·t + p·~·t·) + f.[(a/26)(€·t + p·~·t) . J 111 J. 1 . 1 1 

(B12) 

+ (1-a/26)(€. t·1 + p.~. t· 1)] +e .. , 1 , - . 1 1, - J 1a 
j 1, .... , m, 

where e .. is a ~ood-specific stochastic term including transitory consumption 
J1a 

as well as measurement err('rs and we have assumed, as a close. approximation, 

. Given the remainin.g.· parameters, the variances. of !lc. . and their covariances 
J1a 

with. each other just identify the variance-covariance matrix of the e.. terms. 
J1a 

Since this matrix is of no interest by itself, the variances and covariances of 

!lc .. are estimated as independent parameters. Assuming the distributions of 
J1a 

€, ~, p, and a all are independent 'of each other, 1etting·p denote the mean of 

the. p., and noting that the mean of a is (1 + 2 + 
1 

+ 26)/26 13.5, the 

cross,..secti()nal covariances with the income variables are, for j = 1, ... , 
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(B13) 

+ [1-fj (25 "' 12.5A)/2G],8C1~, 

(B14) 

(B15) 

2. Income Announcements Made at the Beginning of Each Two-Week Accounting 
Period 

Let Yiat denote the true disposable real income received by household i 

during. accounting period a in year t. Assume 

L T 
Yiat = Yiat + Yiat , (B1G) 

where .• 

L 
Ytat 

L 
y. 1 t + E 1· at ' . 1,a- , 

. (38+A) (1+38A) 
~iat + 39 ~i,a-1,t + ... +39 ~i,a-12,t-1 

+ A~i a-13 t-1' , , 

(B17) 

(B18) 

Assume annual income is subject to the same observation error as in the 

preceding mode1. Then, (B1G) - (BI8) imply the following formula for annual 

~ncome: 

:' ~. 
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26 26 39 
'7 (~ b + A 
iatb=a+13 

Yit - ~ (27-a)€iat + (1/39) [ ~ 
a=l a=l 

26 a+12 52-a 
+ ~. '7. t 1 ( ~ b + A ~ b) 

a=14 1a, - b=a-13 b=27-a. 

26-a 
~ b) 

b=l 

13 a+12 39 26 a-14 39 

(B19) 

+ ~ "'ia,t-1 (~ b + A ~ b) + ~ "'ia,t-2 ( ~b + A ~ b) 
a=l b=l b=27-a a=14 b=O b=53-a 

L 
+ 27y. 26 1 +u .. 1, ,t- 1 

The expressions for 6.y. t' 6.y. l' and y. ·2 follow directly from this 1 . 1,t- 1,t-

formula. 

The first differences for consumption are computed relative to the 

same accounting period in the preceding year. So, 

a 
6.c. , 

J 1at 26(1-f.)(c. - c, 1) + f. [~ (c1'bt - c 1'b t-1) (B20) J 1at 1a,t- J 
b=l ' 

26 
+ ~ (cib t-1 - Cibt.,2)]' 

b=a+1' , 
j 1, ... , s. 

(The last sum is omitted if a = 26.) 
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" , 

The life-cycle hypothesis implies, 

a' 

c iat - cia,t-l - L (fibt + ,Bi'1 i bt) 
b=l 

+ 

a 

26 
L (fib,t-l +,Bi'1 ih,t-l), 

b";a+l 

26 
L (cibt - c ih t-l) 

b=l ' 
+ L (cib,t~l - c ih,t-2) 

b=a+l 

a 
+ L (b + 25-a)(eo b '~l + ,Bo'1°b t-l) b=l 1 ,t, 1 1 , 

26 
+ L (b-a-l)(fib t-2 + ,Bi'1ib t-2)· 

b=a+2 " . . , 

(The sums from a +2,to 26 and from a + 1 to 26 are omitted if a ;::: 25 and 

a = 26, respectively.) 
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Using these formulae, the following cross-sectional moments emerge 

after a lot of tedious though straightforward algebra and arithmetic: 

11,726V(€; t) + 2[6,419,902(1+12) l.a 

+ 4,552,8361]V(~. t)/39 2 
l.a 

2 - 3,492,2671]V(~. t)/39 l.a . 

- [3,204,675(1+12) + 8,356,9081]V(~. )/392 
l.at 

cov(t.c. ,t.y) = (11,726 - 3,500f.)V(€. ) 
J t t J l.at 

(B21) 

(B22) 

(B23) 

+ [235,590 + 210,4701 - f.(6,137,078 + 190,2921)/26].BV(~. )/39 (B24) 
J l.at 

j = 1, ... , s, 

cov(t.c·t,t.Yt 1) = (2,925 + 4,962f.)V(€. t) 
J - J l.a 

+ [96,705 + 17,5501 + [.(3,022,902 + 1,979,8481)/26].BV(~. )/39 
J l.at . (B25) 

j = 1, ... , s, 

cov(t.c.'Yt 2) = f.[675V(€. ) + (605,250 + 80,7301).BV(~. )/(2639)] (B26) 
J - J l.at l.t 

With the definitions of a~ and aij indicated in the main text, the 

formulae in the text now follow. 
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1,. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

2l. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

25. 

26. 

27. 

28. 

Table Al 

Average Budget Shares (in percent) of the 28 
Individual Spending Categories 

Flout Artd bread. . . . . . 

Meat and eggs . . . . . .. 

Fish 

Canned meat and fish 

Dairy products . . . 

Butter and margarine 

Potatoes and vegetables. 

Other food 

Beverages. 

Tobacco. 

Clothing 

Footwear 

Housing. 

Fuel and power 

Furniture ... 

Household appliances and equipment 

Miscellaneous household goods. 

Medical care . . . . . 

Motorcars and bicycles 

Running costs of vehicles. 

Public transportation. 

Postage, telephone and telegraph charges 

Recreation . . . . 

Public entertainment 

Books and newspapers 

Personal care. . . . 

Miscellaneous goods and services 

Restaurants, hotels, etc 

52 

2.63 

6.70 

l. 60 

0.60 

3.73 

0.98 

5.13 

4.29 

2.35 

l. 74 

7.58 

l.72 

11.04 

4.78 

4.45 

2.93 

2.60 

l. 70 

4.95 

6.91 

2.54 

l.47 

5.89 

3.10 

2.26 

2.00 

l.49 

2.82 



Table.A2 

Disaggregation Schemes With and Without· Durables 

(a) Mddelwith durables 

I. Food, beverages, and tobacco 

1. Flour and bread 
2. Meat and eggs 
3. Fish 
4. Canned meat and 'fish 
5. Dairy products 
6. Butter and margarine 
7. Potatoes and vegetables· 
8. Other foods 
9. Beverages 

10. Tobacco 

II. Clothing and footwear 

11. Clothing 
12. Footwear 

III. Housing, fuel, and furniture 

13. Housing 
14. Fuel and power 
15. Furniture 
16. Household appliances and equipment 
17 . Miscellaneous household goods 

IV. Transportation and recreation 

19. Motorcars and bicycles 
20. Running costs of vehicles 
21. Public transportation 
22. Postage, telephone, and telegraph charges 
23. Recreation 
24. Public entertainment 
25. Books and newspapers 

V. Other goods and services 

18. Medical care 
26. Personal care 
27.· Miscellaneous goods and services 
28.· Restaurants, hotels, etc. 
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(b) Third variant, excluding durables 

I. Food,beverages, and tobacco 

1. Flour and bread 
2. Meat and eggs 
3. Fish 
4. Canned meat and fish 
5. Dai~yprod~cts 

6. Butter and margarine 
·7. Potatoes and vegetables 
8. Other foods 
9. Beverages 

10. Tobacco 

II. Clothing and footwear 

11. Clothing 
12. Footwear 

III. Housing, fuel, and furniture 

13. Housing 
14. Fuel and power 
15. Miscellaneous households goods 

IV. Transportatio .• and recreation 

20. Running costs of vehicles 
21. Public transportation 
22. Postage, telephone, and telegraph charges 
24. Public entertainment 
25. Books and newspapers 

V. Other goods 'and services 

18. Medical care 
26. Personal care 
27. Miscellaneous goods and services 
28. Restaurants, hotels·, etc. 
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Table A3 

Estimates of Stone-Geary Expenditure System with Translating Parameters a 

Model 

MarginAl Budget Shares (bi) 

I. Food, beverages, tobacco 

II. Clothing and footwear 

III. Housing, Fuel & Furniture 

IV. Transportation & Recreation 

c1 

c2 

c3 

D1 

D2 

D3 

D4 

Share Equation rseudo R2 

I. 
II. 

III . 
IV. 

Model 
With 
Durab1es 

.1897 
(.0076) 

.0768 
(.0041) 

.2399 
(.0088) 

.3627 
(.0098) 

162.92 
(112.09) 

-23.44 
( 6.81) 

-360.66 
(359,70) 

1360.52 
( 95.63) 

297.64 
(208.95) 

327.08 
(116.48) 

7.65 
( 4.73) 

.271 
-.030 

.139 

.040 

55 . 

Excluding 
Durab1es 

.2667 
(.0082) 

.1251 
(.0059) 

.2116 
(.0080) 

.2582 
(.0081) 

271.71 
(129.58) 

-13.27 
( 3.15) 

.. 607.56 
(290.38) 

1347.09 
(103.68) 

236.09 
(189.53) 

173.48 
(107.44) 

10.73 
( 2.93) 

.187 

.020 

.080 

.047 



• 

a. Thebasicmoc:iel estimatedls given as follows: 

• sl - bl + (l-bl)(Ol Fsize + 02 Searn) * (PI/Y) 

~bl • cl • NchHd (PU/Y) - bl • (03 .. Fsize + 04 Age).· (PUI/Y) 

-:bl· c2 Ii Age • (Prv/y) - bl • c3 (PV/Y) 

flU ==b:a .,. b2 (01 Fsize + D2 Searn) • (PI/Y) 

+(1":b2) • clNchHd (PU/Y) - bZ • (03 Fsize + 04 Age) • (PUI/Y) 

":b2 • c2 • Age (PIV/Y)· _. b2 ·c3 • (PV/Y) 

. SUI = b3 - b3 (Dl • Fsize + 02 • Searn) • (PI/Y) 

-b3 • cl Nchilc:i (PU/Y) + (1 - b3) • (D3 Fslze + 04 Age) • (PIU/Y) 

.,b3 • c2 • Age • (Prv/Y) - b3 • c3 (PV/Y) 

. srv = b4 - b4 (01 Fsize + 02 Searn) • (Pr/Y) 

where 

-b4 • Cl(Nchild (PU/Y) + (1-b4) • (03 Fsize + 04 Age) • (Purly) 

+(1-b4) • c2 • Age • (PIV/Y) - b4 • c3 (PV/Y) 

si = expenditure share for·commodity i 
Y = total expenditures 

Fsize = numbe:rs of individuals in household 
Searn =qualitativevariabl«afor single-earner households (=1) 

Age .",;,age of household head 
Nchild= number of children under 18 ,years of age 
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